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“Working in perfect harmony with one 
another, experimenting with colour 
and texture has allowed us to create 
collections that are both classic and 

contemporary.”
Emily Mould,  

Romo Design Director

Orton – Decorative Weaves 
Istra – Wide Width Linens

Osumi – Washable Textured Cotton                                                                               
Forenza – Cotton Velvet         

Style and versatility are combined in our four new 
fabric collections. Woven stripes and geometrics from 

the Orton collection create a contemporary look; 
while plains, pure linens and sumptuous velvet provide 

versatility and create an air of opulence. Chalky colours 
and calming neutrals sit amongst rich, jewel tones 

ensuring an array of potential colour combinations.

O R T O N
Decorative Weaves

Creating a stylish living space, Orton features a range of 
tailored designs in a selection of timeless colours alongside 
new combinations of cool neutrals and contemporary tones 
for alluring modernity. A mix of linen, cotton and viscose 
blends form unique textural structures creating contrast in 
appearance and touch.

7 designs
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

Rowan  |  7 Colours Orton |  7 Colours Danby  |  7 Colours

Ditton  |  6 Colours

Burford |  7 Colours Hennell  |  8 Colours Odell  |  8 Colours



O S U M I
Washable Textured Cotton

Wonderfully soft and tactile, this contemporary cotton 
plain features a subtle melange effect and interesting 
texture. In a palette ranging from chalky tones and easy 
to use neutrals, to serene shades of deep teal and navy 
blue.

49 Colours
Washable
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

F O R E N Z A
Cotton Velvet

A classic cotton velvet woven with a fine combed 
cotton yarn; Forenza’s updated palette sees an 
extended range of neutrals sit amongst trend 
inspired blues and greens and warmer tones of 
spicy reds. Luxurious and versatile with a stain 
repellent finish, Forenza is suitable for upholstery 
and drapes.

49 Colours
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

I S T R A
Wide Width Linens

A versatile collection of wide-width, pure linens 
that offer a soft handle and effortless fluidity. 
With a subdued palette of soft neutrals and subtle, 
chalky shades, Istra inspires a tranquil interior 
setting that creates a relaxed, airy atmosphere.

4 designs 
Suitable for drapes 
Wide-Width

Please contact us for price information, samples 
and images, we are also happy to arrange interviews 
and offer expert commentary from our designers.

UK
Iain Niven - iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian
tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Beatrice Bonzi
beatrice.bonzi@romo.com
+44 (0)1623 727000

About Us
The founding brand of The Romo Group, Romo 
is renowned for its assorted library of classic and 
contemporary designs and versatile plains, offering a 
diverse style and timeless elegance enriched with a 
sophisticated colour palette.
Romo is part of The Romo Group and the range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network of 
selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Istra  |  15 Colours Alana  |  14 Colours

Naro  |  6 Colours Kara  |  14 Colours


